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PREFACE
There have been phenomenal changes in the Information Technology
environment on the global front. To cope with rapidly changing IT
environment, Information Technology (IT) Cell of this office has always
introduced latest computer hardware and software technologies. We have
the latest Windows, wireless printing facilities, Oracle based complaint
software, upgraded server, video conferencing equipments and many more.
The present initiative of IT Cell is meant to address the thirst for knowledge
of the IT arena.
IT Magazine is an initiative to traverse further in this field. The first issue
of this annual e-magazine combines the touchstones of knowledge of IT
world and writing skills of our very own workforce. It is our hope that such
contributions will keep pouring in for future issues of the magazine. For
making this knowledge accessible to officials at all times, the ‘IT Magazine’
is available on our website: www.pdacentralkolkata.gov.in.
On this auspicious occasion of Golden Jubilee Celebration, I personally
thank all the IT Cell staff members for laying another milestone for this
office in the dissemination of IT Information to all the employees.
With thanks to all the readers,

PRAVEEN KUMAR SINGH
DIRECTOR GENERAL OF AUDIT
CENTRAL, KOLKATA
1st January 2018

EDITOR’S NOTE
Today marks the Golden Jubilee of Office of the Director General of
Audit, Central, Kolkata. On this auspicious occasion, it gives me immense
pleasure to welcome our readers to the first edition of IT Magazine, our
new annual supplement.
IT Magazine is a concerted effort by our diligent workforce who have shared
their insight on some of the interesting topics from the IT arena. The
thoughts of our workforce, i.e. the annual e-magazine, are available on our
website www.pdacentralkolkata.gov.in for easy accessibility.
Current edition includes discussion on innovations in terms of hardware
and software, a look into the important aspect of cybersecurity and
applications of information technology in data auditing.
I hope you enjoy the first issue.

ROHIT MOORJANI
moorjanir.kol.pdac@gov.in
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NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES IN WINDOWS 10

ROHIT MOORJANI

Released in 1985, Microsoft Windows has dominated the world’s Personal
Computer (PC) market for over two decades. It is an evolving product and has
constantly added new features with each of its release. The latest version of Microsoft
Windows, Windows 10, was launched on July 29, 2015. According to Microsoft’s official
website, more than 400 million devices in the world are running Windows 10 in 192
countries.
Improvements over its predecessors
Microsoft envisaged that most of the computing will soon migrate to mobile devices.
Hence, Windows 8 User Interface (UI) was optimized for tablets and touchscreens.
However, the choice of Microsoft to make Metro Start screen as the default boot-up
screen did not go well. Most of the users found it to be disarrayed. Windows 10 has
done away with this and the boot-up screen now looks organized and easy to work
with. Besides, it has also added some promising support and notable features as
illustrated:


Longer Support: The Windows Lifecycle page (screen shot below) breaks this
down into two sections: Mainstream Support and Extended Support.
Mainstream Support is the deadline for adding new features and functionality
which makes it less crucial, but Extended Support is when Microsoft will stop
supporting the platform with security updates. Windows 10 gives five more
years Extended Support over Windows 7 and two more years over Windows 8.
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Flexibility: Windows 10 will run across all future Microsoft devices from
desktops and laptops, to hybrids, tablets and smartphones. Microsoft’s
‘Continuum’ feature allows one to potentially connect a phone or tablet to a
monitor and keyboard and use it like a PC. Windows 10 does run through every
device and the user interface can adapt to its environment - be that phone,
tablet
or
PC
and
touch,
mouse
or
keyboard
interaction.



Cortana: It is an AI based voice assistant. Like Siri on iOS and Google Voice
Search on Android, Cortana can respond to voice commands and perform
everything from quick Internet searches to core tasks around Windows 10 like
opening a new email, creating calendar entries and more. Cortana has also
brought voice activated power commands with the latest update, and now one
can ask Cortana to shut down, restart or sleep his/her PC.



Virtual Desktops: This feature was already present in Mac OS X and Linux.
Virtual Desktops is a great feature and allow users without multi-monitor
setups to create multiple virtual desktops which are handy for splitting usage
between work and leisure, work into projects or whatever you require.
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Security: ‘Device Guard’ blocks zero-day attacks by vetting unsigned software
programs and apps. ‘Windows Hello’ is enhanced two-factor and biometric
support designed to reduce reliance on passwords by using your face, iris, or
fingerprint although hardware support is needed. Microsoft now delivers
security patches outside Windows Update so they go straight to one’s computer
the moment they are available. In theory, this means Windows 10 computers
are always up-to-date which gives hackers a much harder time, even if there are
also some notable downsides.



Ease of use: Windows 10 has reintroduced the Start Menu and is more intuitive
than Windows 8 in terms of UI. The Start menu is more dynamic and can be
used in three different. One can access library folders, recently opened apps
and metro apps.



Built in support for newer types of hardware: These include Unified Extensible
Firmware Interface (UEFI), Universal Serial Bus (USB) 3.0, Bluetooth adapters,
high-definition screens (better scaling), and solid state drives.



Significantly faster boot times: Windows 10 machines boot up and resume from
sleep remarkably faster than Windows 7. Almost instant-on is needed for
smartphone and tablet use, but it still benefits PC users.



Windows store app: First introduced with Windows 8, Windows Store apps are
remotely installed and updated (like Android and iOS apps), run in secure
sandboxes and can be cleanly uninstalled. “Universal” apps run on PCs,
Windows smartphones and the Xbox One games console. Windows 10 includes
Runtime apps for Mail, Photos, Maps, Calendar, Groove Music and so on.



Microsoft Edge: It replaces Microsoft Internet Explorer and is more standardcompliant and performs better.



DirectX 12 and Xbox Integration: It is a boon for gamers and DirectX 12 may
perhaps offer the single biggest reason to upgrade to Windows 10. Windows 10
is also perhaps the future for Xbox One owners because it can stream Xbox One
games directly to PCs and laptops.

With improved performance, enhanced security, impressive new features and friendly
UI; Windows 10 offers an edge over its antecedents. Microsoft is always on the path of
improvement and with its latest release; Windows 10 depicts the potential to be one of
the benchmark releases of Microsoft.

***********************
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AN INTRODUCTION TO UBUNTU

SUBHAJIT ADHIKARI

Developed in 2004, Ubuntu is a free desktop operating system. It’s based on
Linux, a massive project that enables millions of people around the world to run
machines powered by free and open software on all kinds of devices. Linux comes in
many shapes and sizes, with Ubuntu being the most popular iteration on desktops and
laptops.
These days, many projects are based on Ubuntu. It goes so far as to enshrine this
cooperative spirit in its name. Ubuntu is an ancient African word meaning ‘humanity
to others’. It also means ‘I am what I am because of who we all are’.
An early goal of Ubuntu has been to bring the spirit of humanity and community to
the world of computers. Ubuntu users still share a deeply held belief that software
should be freely accessible to everyone regardless of language, disability, or income.
Canonical and the Ubuntu Community
Ubuntu is managed and funded by a privately held company called Canonical Ltd.
Canonical was founded (and funded) in 2004 by South African entrepreneur, Mark
Shuttleworth. Canonical provides commercial support to companies using Ubuntu for
a fee.
Ubuntu and Linux
Ubuntu is the most popular Linux-based desktop operating system. Linux is a kernel,
which is the core component of any operating system and allows software to
communicate with hardware. A kernel, on its own, is not an operating system, but
rather a set of computer instructions that enable communication between software
applications and the data processing done at the hardware level. The Linux kernel is
used in many free and open source operating systems and, just like Ubuntu, is released
under the GNU General Public License.
Reasons to use Ubuntu
There are many reasons to use Ubuntu, but here are some of the most important ones:
• It’s free and open source.
• It’s easy to use, trial and install.
• It’s stable and fast and usually loads in less than a minute on modern
computers.
• It is immune to computer-crashing Windows viruses.
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•
•

It’s up-to-date. Canonical releases new versions of Ubuntu every six months
and also brings regular updates for free.
Among Linux operating systems, Ubuntu is the most supported.

Long Term Support Releases
One of the great features of Ubuntu is that it is supported within a structured time
frame. New versions of the operating system are released every six months and receive
supported from Canonical for 18 months. These versions are referred to as normal
releases. In addition to normal releases, Canonical develops Long Term Support (LTS)
releases. These versions come approximately every two years (if on schedule) and get
three years of support.
Installing Ubuntu on Your Existing Computer
There are three primary ways to install Ubuntu on your computer:
1. Replace your existing OS with Ubuntu.
2. Install Ubuntu alongside your existing OS.
3. Run Ubuntu off a USB stick.
To understand the installation process thoroughly, follow the below mentioned
YouTube links:
(1) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7041b90QpY
(2) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i_4Kh5kE3xA
(3) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVppdkOThCs
********************
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A DISCUSSION ON DATA STORAGE

DEBASHIS SAHA

DID YOU KNOW
A latest computer may contain 4 GB DDR4 RAM. It means it can handle up to 4 GB data
at a time. However, if there is no dedicated graphics card in the computer, then the RAM
will reserve some memory space for the task of graphics (resolution, gaming etc.). The
transfer speed of DDR4 is expected to top off at 3.2 Giga transfers per second. DDR4
DRAM consumes 1.2 volts, compared to 1.5 volts for DDR3. The memory bus speed starts
at 2133MHz, which is a boost from the average bus speed of 1333MHz and 1666MHz for
DDR3.

The basic function of computer memory is essentially to store data. Depending
on the type of data it stores and the role it plays in computer operation, memory
performs several different functions. Although all of these functions involve data
storage, RAM, ROM, flash memory and hard drives each perform a different and
necessary function to keep a computer and its peripherals working.
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Primary storage
The primary storage of a computer is the electronic memory made of semiconductor
chips that hold program instructions, inputted data, intermediate results and output
information generated during processing. It is also known as main memory. The
primary memory is classified as RAM and ROM i.e. Random Access Memory and Read
Only Memory respectively.
Random Access Memory (RAM)
When you first turn on your computer, its RAM is in a blank state. Before a PC can do
anything useful, it must move necessary programs and information from disk to RAM.
When you turn off your PC, anything that is contained in RAM disappears. Thus, the
contents of RAM are power dependent and hence are volatile. The user can both read
and write on such a memory. There are following types of RAM:








Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM): This type of RAM depends on
electrical charges to remember memory states. The charge leaks over time and
must be refreshed about every thousandth of a second. Because of the changing
nature of this form of memory and its need to be actively maintained by
refreshing, it is termed as dynamic memory.
Static Random Access Memory (SRAM): Unlike DRAM, SRAM doesn’t need to
have its electrical charges constantly refreshed. Static random memory allows
the current flow to continue on its way. It operates as a switch that allows or
helps the flow of electricity. SRAM is usually faster than DRAM. DRAM has
high density, low power consumption and they are cheaper than SRAM.
Synchronous DRAM (SDRAM): These types of RAMs are designed to keep up
with the bus speed of fast processors. SDRAMs are designed with two internal
banks of transistors for storing data. This allows one bank to get ready for
access while the other bank is being accessed. This is the most often RAM of
choice for Pentium – class PCs.
Double Data Rate SDRAM (DDR SDRAM): Compared to SDRAM, the DDR
SDRAM interface makes higher transfer rates possible by more strict control of
the timing of the electrical data i.e., this type of SDRAM can handle more data.
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Video Random Access Memory (VRAM): VRAM has two sets of data output
pins, and thus two ports that can be used simultaneously. The first port, the
DRAM port, is accessed by the host computer in a manner very similar to
traditional DRAM. The second port, the video port, is typically read-only and is
dedicated to providing a serialized data channel for the graphics chipset. This
type of RAM is optimized for video adapters.

Read Only Memory (ROM)
The ROM is a non-volatile memory; it retains stored information even if the power is
turned off. This memory is used for programs and data that need not be altered. They
are called read-only because the information once stored in them can only be read and
user cannot write anything in them. During booting the stored instructions are read
from ROM to allow a user to interact with the computer. There are following types of
ROM:






Masked ROM: Information is built into the memory chip at the time of
fabrication. Masked ROM is not common in PCs as they are expensive.
Programmable Read only memory (PROM): This memory can be programmed
by the user with a special PROM program. The information once stored is
permanent.
Erasable Programmable Read-only Memory (EPROM): The data inside an
EPROM can be erased and the chip can be reused for other data or programs.
Exposing the chip to ultraviolet light through its quartz window can erase all
the information inside EPROM, and then the chip can be reprogrammed.
Normal room light will not erase the chip because it contains very little
ultraviolet rays.
Electrically Erasable PROM (EEPROM): This memory is functionally similar to
EPROM, except the fact that electrical signals, instead of ultraviolet rays, are
used to alter the information. Because of versatility, permanent memory and
easy reprogram ability, EPROMs are usually present inside personal computers.

ROM mainly stores the firmware. The start-up instructions required by the computer
are stored in ROM.
Secondary Storage
Secondary storage supplements the primary internal storage of a computer. This is
characterized by low cost per bit stored, but it generally has an operating speed far
slower than that of the primary storage. The secondary storage is classified as:
Magnetic media


Hard Disk: Hard disks can store much more data and are faster than floppy
disks in storing and accessing data. Hard disk consists of a number of metallic
disks, called platters, mounted on a spindle that rotates. Data is stored on both
sides of each disk. The corresponding tracks of all disks collectively form
cylinders. The platters within a hard disk drive are completely fixed and cannot
be removed. The entire disk assembly is sealed away from the outside world,
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including dust and fingerprints. Each platter has a separate pair of read/write
head.
Optical media




Compact Disk (CD): Data is stored on a circular disk with a highly effective
surface. Data is recorded on only one side of the disk. When data is recorded
on a CD, a high intensity laser beam is thrown on the CD surface. The beam
burns edges on the spiral track on the surface. The spiral track is further
divided radically into sectors. After the recording is complete, a protective
transparent layer is applied on the surface to avail physical damage. While we
read this disc, another laser light is thrown on it, which is not so strong as to
create holes. Instead, the CD drive uses it for sensing the disk surface by the
concept of reflection. If the ray of light is reflected straight back, then no edge
in encountered, else an edge is found. The drive’s sensor differentiates
between these reflected rays and thus it reads the disk and responds
accordingly. A CD can store a maximum 700MB of data.
Digital Video Disk or Digital Versatile Disk (DVD): Like CD-Rom drive, a DVD
drive uses a laser to read lands and pits. But the DVD laser uses light that has
a shorter wavelength, which makes the laser beam narrow enough to
accurately read smaller pits and lands on DVD surface. In DVD, the data is
more compact and is stored in more than one layer, giving the DVD disk a
storage capacity of 4.7 to 17 GB.

Cache Memory
It is a very high-speed memory used to increase the speed of processing by making
current programs and data available to the Central Processing Unit (CPU) at a rapid
rate. CPU logic is faster than the main memory access time, which results in the
processing speed limited primarily by the speed of the main memory and CPU waiting
for required data. A technique used to compensate for the mismatch in operating
speed is to employ a very fast, small cache between the CPU and the main memory
whose access time is closer to processor. Cache is used to store segments of programs
currently being executed in the CPU and temporary data frequently needed in the
present calculation. Here CPU need not sit idle, as data is available rapidly from the
cache and is brought into the cache before CPU gets it. CPU searches data from the
cache and if it is present it is a hit and if data required by the CPU is not present in the
cache it is a miss then data is brought into the cache from the main memory before
CPU accepts it from the cache.

***********************
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• INTERESTING FACTS
• The first electronic computer ENIAC weighed more than 27 tons and took
up 1800 square feet.
• Doug Engelbart invented the first computer mouse in around 1964 which
was made of wood.
• TYPEWRITER is the longest word which can be typed in one row on a
keyboard.
• The password for the computer controls of nuclear tipped missiles of the
U.S was 00000000 for eight years.
• A sign of caution! An average person normally blinks 20 times a
minute, but when using a computer he/she blinks only 7 times a minute.
• HP, Microsoft and Apple have one very interesting thing in common – they
were all started in a garage.
• The first ever hard disk drive was made in 1979, and could hold only 5MB
of data.
• The first 1GB hard disk drive was announced in 1980 which weighed about
550 pounds, and had a price tag of $40,000.
• If there was a computer as powerful as the human brain, it would be able
to do 38 thousand trillion operations per second and hold more than 3580
terabytes of memory.
• The logo of ‘Firefox’ is a red panda, not a fox !
• ‘www.symbolics.com’ was the first domain name ever.
• Captcha is mostly used in every form verification. CAPTCHA stands for
“Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans
Apart”. CAPTCHA is used to distinguish computer from human. No
computer has got success in solving captcha till this date.
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HOLOGRAPHIC VERSATILE DISC

RITESH KUMAR

Holographic Information Storage System (HISS) has been a good candidate for
volumetric recording technology due to its large storage capacities and high transfer
rates. Holographic Versatile Disc (HVD) system using Collinear Technology, a new
technology for HISS, is proposed and demonstrated by OPTWARE Corporation. This
technology can produce a small, practical HISS more easily than conventional 2-axis
holography.
HVD is an advanced optical disk that’s presently in the development stage. HVD
would be a successor to today’s Blu-ray and HD-DVD technologies. Holographic disk
storage allows for much higher density than DVDs by storing data as light patterns
throughout the volume of the polymer disc. HVD can apparently store up to 60 times
the data of a regular DVD and it can read & write data 10 times faster as well.
Holographic versatile disc (HVD) is a holographic storage format that looks like a
DVD but is capable of storing far more data. Prototype HVD devices have been created
with a capacity of 3.9 terabytes (TB) and a transfer rate of 1 gigabit per second (1 Gbps).
To increase capacity, holographic storage uses laser beams to store digital data in
three dimensions, rather than in two dimensions as in CD and DVD media.
Basics of Holographic Memory
Holography is a method of recording patterns of light to produce a three-dimensional
object. The recorded patterns of light are called a hologram. The process of creating a
hologram begins with a focused beam of light a--laser beam. This laser beam is split
into two separate beams: Reference beam and Information beam. It encounters a
pattern of light and dark areas that represent ones and zeroes.

Pattern of 0’s and 1’s

Digital Hologram
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Technology used in HVD
HVD uses a technology called ‘collinear holography’. The role of the blue-green laser
is to read the data encoded. Red laser serves the purpose of a reference beam and also
to read the servo info from the aluminium layer - like in normal CDs -near the bottom
of the disk.

To increase the recording capacity, thick volume-recording media is used. A batch of
two-dimensional page data is recorded and reconstructed as a hologram to improve
transfer rates. The optical disk is pre-formatted with addresses and optical servo
information. The beam for the optical servo is utilized to provide backward
compatibility with the existing CDs or DVDs.
Prototype Drive System
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Holographic Versatile Disc structure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Green writing/reading laser (532 nm)
Red positioning/addressing laser (650 nm)
Hologram (data)
Polycarbonate layer
Photo polymeric layer (data-containing layer)
Distance layers
Dichroic layer (reflecting green light)
Aluminum reflective layer (reflecting red light)
Transparent base
PIT pattern (P)

HVD system: Writing Data
Main components are:






Blue or green laser (532-nm wavelength in the test system)
Beam splitter/merger
Mirrors
Spatial Light Modulator (SLM)
CMOS sensor
Photopolymer recording medium
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The process of writing information onto an HVD begins with encoding the
information into binary data to be stored in the SLM. Data are turned into ones and
zeroes represented as opaque or translucent areas on a "page“. Once the page of data
is created, the next step is to fire a laser beam into a beam splitter to produce two
identical beams. One of the beams is directed away from the SLM -- this beam
becomes the reference beam. The other beam is directed toward the SLM and
becomes the information beam. When the reference beam and the information beam
rejoin on the same axis, they create a pattern of light interference -- the holography
data. This joint beam carries the interference pattern to the photopolymer disc and
stores it there as a hologram.
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HVD System: Reading Data
The laser projects a light beam onto the hologram -- a light beam that is identical to
the reference beam. The resulting light recreates the image of the page data that
established the light-interference pattern in the first place. When this beam of light -the reconstruction beam -- bounces back off the disc, it travels to the CMOS sensor.
The CMOS sensor then reproduces the page data.

COMPARISON

PARAMETERS
Capacity

DVD
4.7 GB

BLU-RAY HVD
25 GB
3.9 TB

Disc Diameter

120 mm

120 mm

120 mm

Data Transfer Rate (raw data)

11.08 MBPS

36 MBPS

1 GBPS

Data Transfer Rate (audio/video)

10.08 MBPS

54 MBPS

1 GBPS

HVD Capacity
The capacity of HVD can be gauged from the following:




The entire US Library of Congress can be stored on six HVD’s.
The pictures of every landmass on Earth can be stored on two HVDs.
With MPEG4 ASP encoding, a 3.9 TB HVD can hold anywhere between 4,60011,900 hours of video, which is enough for non-stop playing for a year.

Advantages
It can store a tremendous amount more than current competitors. It reads and writes
incredibly quickly and for the price you are getting what you pay for.
Disadvantages
The initial price of the player and discs themselves are far more expensive than HDDVD or Blue-ray.
Application
HVD will of course be used for storing large amounts of data most likely for large
companies.
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Future Aspects
The Holographic Versatile Disc (HVD) is the stealth player in the protracted struggle;
the rapidly emerging technology is capable of storing (eventually) 6 TB of data on a
CD/DVD sized disc.

***********************
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CYBER SECURITY

RAHUL KUMAR DUBEY

The Indian government has embarked on a programme to turn the country into
a digital economy. However, it also poses a big challenge to cyberspace. The increasing
reliance of our economy and government on cyber infrastructure makes them
progressively more vulnerable to cyber attacks on our computer systems, networks
and data. The year 2017 witnessed inordinate number of cyber security meltdowns.
The WannaCry and Petya ransom ware which infected more than 200000 computers
in more than 150 countries also became a cause of worry for India and calls for
increased emphasis on cyber security and a need for revamp of cyber security laws.
Cyber security comprises technologies, processes, and controls that are designed to
protect systems, networks and data from cyber attacks. Effective cyber security
reduces the risk of cyber attacks, and protects organizations and individuals from the
unauthorized exploitation of systems, networks and technologies.
Existing Cyber Laws in India
Information Technology Act, 2002 is the most significant act addressing conduct in
cyberspace in India. The act intends to give legal recognition to e-commerce and egovernance, and facilitate its development as an alternate to paper based traditional
methods. The Act seeks to protect this advancement in technology by defining crimes,
prescribing punishments, laying down procedures for investigation and forming
regulatory authorities. Many electronic crimes have been bought within the definition
of traditional crimes too by means of amendment to the Indian Penal Code, 1860. The
Evidence Act, 1872 and the Banker’s Book Evidence Act, 1891 too have been suitably
amended in order to facilitate collection of evidence in fighting electronic crimes.
Ongoing efforts in India
The government has conducted several awareness and training programmes on cyber
crimes for law enforcement agencies including those on the use of cyber Forensics
Software packages and the associated procedures with it to collect digital evidence
from the scene of crime. Special training programmes have also been conducted for
the judiciary to train them on the techno-legal aspects of cyber crimes and on the
analysis of digital evidence presented before them. Both, the CBI and many state
police organizations, are geared to tackle cyber crimes through specialized cyber crime
cells that have been set up.
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India has already launched e-surveillance projects like National Intelligence Grid
(NATGRID), Central Monitoring System (CMS), Internet Spy System Network and
Traffic Analysis System (NETRA) of India, etc. National Informatics Centre (NIC) has
also been formed which provides network backbone and manages IT services & eGovernance initiatives for central and state governments.
In order to fill the existing lacunae, India is also mulling over its very own Data
Protection Law. Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MEITY) has
released a white paper on data protection framework prepared by a committee of
experts headed by Justice BN Srikrishna.
National Cyber Response Centre – Indian Computer Emergency Response
Team (CERT-In)
CERT-In monitors Indian cyberspace, coordinates alerts and warning of imminent
attacks, and detection of malicious attacks among public and private cyber users and
organizations in the country. It maintains 24×7 operations centre and has working
relations/collaborations and contacts with CERTs, all over the world; and sectoral
CERTs, public, private, academia, Internet Service Providers and vendors of
Information Technology products in the country.
Initiatives for IT security undertaken in this office
All computers and servers are password protected. The computers and laptops are
protected through Kaspersky End point security 10 antivirus provided by Headquarter
office. This office has two servers: one is in CRAD Wing, Customs House and is
protected through Quick Heal antivirus and the other server which is in Main office
premises is protected through Kaspersky antivirus. This server runs the Admin Wizard
which is a programme for computing all entitlement matters i.e. pay, HRA etc. Daily
back up of Admin Wizard is taken on another computer to protect any data loss.
Security of our office website (www.pdackolkata.gov.in) is provided by National
Informatics Centre (NIC) which is a Premier Information Technology Organization in
India providing State of the Art Solutions for Information Management and Decision
Support in Government and Corporate Sector. NIC office has also provided Digital
certificate and cloud storage space for our website.
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DID YOU KNOW
Digital certificate: A technology for verifying the identity of the user or service you are
communicating with. Digital certificates are issued by certificate authorities (CAs)
which are public or private organizations that manage a public key infrastructure (PKI).
The main function of a digital certificate is to associate a specific user with his or her
public/private key pair.
Digital signature: An electronic signature that you can use to sign a document being
transmitted by electronic means such as e-mail. Digital signatures validate the identity
of the sender and ensure that the document they are attached to has not been altered by
unauthorized parties during the transmission. For digital signatures to work, the sender
must have both a digital certificate and key pair issued by CA such as Verisign, etc.
***********************
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ON THE WAY TO DATABASE

PALASH GUIN

Database is a store of related data stored systematically. In any database, there
exist some particular data types which are shown as fields. Like in an official database
there are some fields such as emp_id, emp_name, emp_address, emp_DOB etc. In
such a database, employee is treated as entity which has some features like id, name,
address, D.O.B etc. called as attribute.
Now in such a database there may be another entity “Salary”, which has different
attributes like emp_id, emp_name, Basic pay, D.A, H.R.A, Gross salary etc. Such
entities are linked through relationship which is termed as Cardinality. This
relationship may be one-to-one, one-to many, and many-to-many. This relationship is
represented as E-R Diagram (Entity Relationship diagram). For each entity, we insert
some input data according to field name and data type. Collection of such data
develops a record. Collection of these multiple records creates a complete table.
There must be a unique identification of each table, called as Primary key. Just as in
above example, “Employee” table has emp_id field. We may select this field as primary
key. But this field also exists in the “Salary” table. So, emp_id creates a relationship
between these two tables. emp_id in the table “Salary” will be called Foreign Key.
In this way, we can create tables and make relationship between/among them and
fetch the required data through particular query. Official work can be done instantly
by creating query or making report.
These days most popularly used database software is Oracle. Hence, we should have a
brief knowledge about it.
Oracle is a Relational Database Management system. It provides a 4GL (Fourth
generation language) application development language (SQL). It is available on wide
variety of computer systems like PCs, Mainframes, Macintosh, etc. as well as operating
systems like UNIX, Windows, etc. It provides a platform for client server computing
i.e. it supports distributed databases and distributed processing.
Oracle Data Base Management Tools consists of the following:



Kernel: It contains the core programs of the Data base Management System
(DBMS). Oracle can be conceptualized as kernel package that has a number of
tools attached to it.
Data Dictionary: It is a set of system tables that keep track of the current state
of the database. It contains information on table definitions, views, constraints
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definitions, users etc. The system tables are updated automatically when
changes are made to the database. They can be viewed with SQL statements.


Database Administrator (DBA): DBA is responsible for maintaining the
database related tasks. These include: planning the database, configuring the
system, creating the database, space management, installing required
applications, creating users and giving them appropriate privileges,
administering security, periodic backup and recovery, monitoring, tuning
database performance and dividing administrative responsibilities.



The Utilities: These are application programs that the DBA uses to manage and
administer the database. The two main utilities are: Export/Import utilities and
SQL Loader.

***********************
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DATA ANALYSIS IN AUDIT

SANTANU SEN

Data analysis is defined as the process of inspecting, cleaning, transforming,
and modeling data with the goal of highlighting useful information, suggesting
conclusions, and supporting in decision making. It is an analytical process by which
insights are extracted from operational, financial, and other forms of electronic data
internal or external to the organization.
Types of Tools





Spreadsheet software: MS-Excel
Databases
Desktop software: Microsoft Access
Server-based: SQL/Oracle
Generalized auditing software: IDEA (Interactive Data Extraction & Analysis)
Other tools: SAS (Statistical Analysis System)

Other tools

Size of Data
Databases

Generalized
auditing
Software

Spreadsheet
software

Complexity

Need for Data Analysis
Data analysis begins with identification and collection of various data sources for a
particular audit. The analysis of data through various data analytic techniques will
yield insights on the working of the audited entity. The risk areas or areas of interest
identified through such an exercise will assist in identifying audit objectives and
developing an Audit Design Matrix. Data Analytics will also assist in identifying the
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sample of audit units where substantive checks will be conducted. The various
analyses can then be built into a re-executable Data Analytic Model. This will ensure
that results of data analysis can be used repetitively with periodic updating of data.
Establishing a mechanism for receiving data periodically will be crucial for such an
approach. The scope of the model once built can be expanded by incorporating the
feedback from substantive checks.
Role of Auditor in Data Analysis
The auditor applies various statistical and visualization methods to derive insights
from the data. There are no laid down series of steps for deriving insights and it may
involve backtracking and repeating of steps by way of iterations. The auditor should
catalogue all insights that are thus derived. It must be kept in mind that while all
statistical findings will describe some pattern(s), not all of them lead to new insights.
The insights obtained from data analysis may confirm the previous understanding of
the data/entity. The insights thrown up by data analysis should, therefore, be
appreciated collectively.
Reference: Guideline on Data Analytics - CAG
Utility of Excel in Data Analysis
The existence of data in its raw collected state has very little use without some sort of
processing. Excel is Microsoft’s popular spreadsheet software that enables the
calculation and display of complex data processing. It is a very powerful data analysis
tool to carry out the Audit in IT environment. Extensive formatting is available to
customize the viewing of these calculations as well.
Some of the features of Excel that help in Analysis of Data 

Conditional Formatting: Excel provides conditional formatting commands that
allow coloring the cells or font, having symbols next to values in the cells based
on predefined criteria. This helps one in visualizing the prominent values. One
will understand the various commands for conditionally formatting the cells.



Sorting and Filtering: During the preparation of data analysis and/or to display
certain important data, one might have to sort and/or filter data. One can do
the same with the easy to use sorting and filtering options that have in Excel.



Subtotals with Ranges: Pivot Table is normally used to summarize data.
However, Subtotals with Ranges is another feature provided by Excel that will
allow to group / ungroup data and summarize the data present in ranges with
easy steps.



Understanding Lookup Functions: Excel Lookup Functions enable one to find
the data values that match defined criteria from a huge amount of data.
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Pivot Tables: With PivotTables one can summarize the data, prepare reports
dynamically by changing the contents of the PivotTable.
Data Visualization: Several Data Visualization techniques can be done using
Excel Charts. You will also learn how to create Band Chart, Thermometer
Chart, Gantt chart, Waterfall Chart, and Pivot Charts.
Index Matching: The Excel Index function returns the value at a given position
in a range or array. You can use index to retrieve individual values or entire
rows and columns. Index is often used with the Match function, where Match
locates and feeds a position to Index.

Utility of IDEA in Data Analysis
IDEA is a powerful and user-friendly tool designed to help accounting and financial
professionals extend their auditing capabilities, detect fraud and meet documentation
standards. It easily imports data from almost any source to analyze large data sets,
report findings using visualization tools and automate repeatable processes without
programming.
IDEA’s Visualization task unlocks analytic intelligence, which can be applied to
automatically create charts, and field statistics. IDEA is designed to help analyze data
faster, from import to analysis to reporting.
Some of the feature of IDEA that helps in Analysis of Data –


Easy Imports: IDEA gives the ability to import virtually limitless amounts of
data from practically any source, including ERP systems, spreadsheets, Access,
Comma Separated files, flat and printed files and more.



Summarization and Data Extraction: IDEA ensures proper data extraction and
summarized it in such a way that analysis can be done easily.



Detection of Duplicate Records and Gap: With the feature of duplicate records
and gap detection, IDEA helps ensure the accuracy of data and disclosures any
anomalies, if any, in it.



Aging factors: Using Aging factors, data analysis can be done for a specific time
period. Aging ages the database from a specified date for up to six specified
intervals.



Sampling Analysis: IDEA is a useful tool to carry out different types of statistical
sampling on large sets of data.



Exception Testing: IDEA allow user to conduct exception testing of unusual or
inconsistent items using simple or complex criteria.

***********************
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